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R. Duemmler et al. HD 553: radial velocities and physical parameters
HD 553 was discovered as an eclipsing binary by Hipparcos. Here, we present the first radial velocity
curve for this system. It is found, that HD 553 is a double-lined spectroscopic binary. Despite the large
luminosity difference, the two components of this system are of very similar mass. The primary, a K0-giant,
fills a large fraction of its Roche-lobe. The secondary is, despite its very similar mass, still a late-type
dwarf. The radial velocity curve allows to constrain several stellar and system parameters. stars: individual:
HD 553 – binaries: spectroscopic – binaries: eclipsing – stars: late-type – stars: starspots – techniques:
radial velocities
Introduction S-intro
Additional to the astrometric parameters of positions, proper motions and trigonometric parallaxes, the
highly successful Hipparcos mission also provided photometric information for the target stars. Thus, a large
number of new variables has been discovered by Hipparcos. Among these is HD 553 (=HIP 834; α2000 =
00h 10m 104647, δ2000 = +64 38 48174; V 82). Kazarovets et al. (IBVS99) subsequently classified the sys-
tem as an eclipsing binary of the β Lyr type (i.e. two minima are present and there is no constant part due to
the ellipticity effect) and gave it the name V741 Cas.Strassmeieretal. (Strassmeier00)identifiedHD 553asasingle−
linedspectroscopicbinaryandincludeditintotheirlistofpotentialtargetsforDoppler−imagingfromtheirsurveyofstellaractiv
The Hipparcos catalogue (ESA ESA97) provides the following information about this system: itemize
V =811, B–V=1032 0016, V–I=100 001
e Tycho-lightcurve).
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